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A Holy Night of Peace

Under the Sacred Star of Bethlehem, dear children, your Heavenly Mother and Saint Joseph await
tonight for the Birth of the inner Christ in each being, in each soul and in each spirit, in order for a
spiritual communion with the Creator to be established.

Meanwhile, Saint Joseph collects straw to prepare the Manger, and the inhabitants of Bethlehem
bring him cloth and jars of water, preparing all the scene for the great expected moment.

The guardian angels of the inner Christs pray without ceasing, together with their Heavenly Mother,
waiting for all the beings of this Earth to give birth to all inner love.

The goats, sheep and other animals of the stable offer their stillness and silence, and give warmth in
the Sacred Grotto, to create a welcoming environment of peace and love.

Somewhere else, the shepherds of Bethlehem approach the city, in search of that inner Christ who is
about to be born and announce what is new.

The whole scene is awaiting the Good News: the birth of the inner Christ of each being which, on
this night, defines the next stage of their existence.

Thus, the Masters of the East, the Kings who bring myrrh, gold and incense, wear their ceremonial
attire because, as announcers and prophets of the Universe, they bring within their hearts a message
of reconciliation and love for the Christs that will be born today.

Within the Grotto, the sacred and elevated presence of the angels attract, from the highest Heavens,
the gifts that everyone needs in order to take the step towards a greater surrender.

The Most Holy Mary does not stop Her pleas and prayers, and She asks the Eternal Father to make
Her so small and similar to Him so that She can accompany the inner Christ who, in a short
time,  will be in Her arms.

It is time to live the expected moment.

It is time to allow that in the Grotto of Bethlehem, the inner Christ may be born, the one who
supplicates to the hearts of the world for attention and consciousness in order to perceive reality.

Before the whole scenario of the end of times, the Sacred inner Christ has been born. He comes to
announce that it is time for the great change in consciousness. He comes to testify that there is no
other path but the path of the love of the heart and transparency of life.

The inner Christ comes to say that is time to make peace and no longer live inner and outer wars.
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It is time to be fraternal and to be conscious with life, with destiny and with the Purpose.

It is time to rethink the path and to choose the Path of Love and of Christic energy.

It is time to open the doors of the heart and to trust.

May the inner Christ who is born today before your eyes shine as the light that He is and may He
live on forever so that, in these definitive times, there may be discernment, wisdom and peace.

On this Christmas Eve of Bethlehem, may we pray for the inner Christs that will not yet be born due
to the imprisonment of illusions of the human being.

Let us pray for the essences that will need much spiritual assistance.

Let us celebrate this Christmas of the Lord together with Him forever.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you, in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit.

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


